
Expert Dog Training Tips  
With an Instagram-Famous Dog

Learn how to train your dog with these top tips 
about obedience, consistency, and using  

the right gear from the Instagram-famous dog 
Blodgett and his human, Ian Krammer.
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About the Author
Ian Krammer

Ian Krammer is a Denver-based copywriter and dog 
lover. When not working, he can be found climbing 

Colorado’s tallest mountains and looking for the best 
cheeseburgers in the Rockies. To get in touch, contact 

him on Instagram @coloradorambler
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Introduction
Training your dog isn’t always easy, 
but it should always be fun — for 
both you and your dog!

I was 24 years old when I got 
my first pet: a 3-month-old Blue 
Heeler. I named him Blodgett after 
my favorite mountain in Colorado 
Springs, where I grew up. I summited 
Mt. Blodgett over 100 times and 
spent years exploring its cliffs, caves, 
and boulder fields. 

While I immediately fell in love with 
this distracted, high-energy fluff ball, 
I had no idea what I was doing as a 
dog owner. But day by day, month 
by month, we figured it out together.

Fast forward 9 years later, and Blodgett has made a name for himself 
as a semi-famous stunt dog doing what I call “Hardcore BARKour.” 

I trained Blodgett to navigate urban landscapes with gymnastic flair, 
earning him features in People magazine, 9News, Yahoo Money, The 
Coloradoan, and more for his incredible urban gymnastics skills.

How did we get to this point? First and foremost, I trained Blodgett to 
be a Colorado mountain climber, just like his dad (well, his human dad). 

He and I regularly trained for mountain climbing on common city 
obstacles like landscaping, handrails, and playgrounds. Over the past 
6 years, he summited all 50 of Colorado’s dog-friendly 14ers, and over 
100 13ers (peaks between 13,000’-13,999’). 

https://people.com/pets/instagram-dog-barkour-colorado/
https://people.com/pets/instagram-dog-barkour-colorado/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCvcMVPsgtM
https://money.yahoo.com/incredibly-nimble-dog-uses-barkour-202559579.html?guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly9yb29mbmVzdC5jb20v&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAMULOqGVVuXV-dLZTDdm5glNrlhTSXSJCaIxwxMtiHsW9v-cXUzDqOv3tFCAeEj_4svfGaERHYRtLmk-OD8PWxNgMnrM4dU&guccounter=2
https://www.facebook.com/87171906471/posts/blodgetts-instagram-account-went-viral-last-month-when-csu-shared-a-video-of-him/10157110329766472/
https://www.facebook.com/87171906471/posts/blodgetts-instagram-account-went-viral-last-month-when-csu-shared-a-video-of-him/10157110329766472/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CSFIWL7nhce/
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Whenever we went on walks, I’d help Blodgett master skills like weaving 
through bike racks, balancing along retaining walls, jumping from 
planter to planter, and leaping over fences, benches, and fire hydrants. 
This kept him dexterous, strong, and sharp for climbing trips. 

Plus, his acrobatics made boring walks more interesting for both of us!

Blodgett is now semi-retired from a long and active career as a 
mountain climber and urban gymnast. Training for these activities was 
a long and sometimes challenging journey for the both of us. But what 
Blodgett and I learned is that with consistency, positive training, and 
the right tools, any dog can become the best version of themselves!

Here are my tips for how to train your dog to do everything from basic 
commands to cool stunts like Blodgett. Who knows, maybe your dog 
will earn a name for themselves as the next big BARKour star!

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLbsN4chupL/
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The Basics
Start with the basic commands: sit, stay, come, and down. With daily 
practice, your dog should be able to master these actions within a 
couple of weeks. 

From here, Blodge and I were able to quickly move on to more complex 
behaviors like heel, shake, place, and stop. We spent months practicing 
each skill daily, and saw success over time.

These commands made our lives much easier. I could trust him crossing 
the street, being around other dogs or people, staying where I told him 
to stay. Moving together through the world became simpler, and we 
could do more and go further!

https://www.instagram.com/p/CPiMmZaAyvH/
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PATIENCE & POSITIVITY

First and foremost, always use positive reinforcement when training your 
dog. It creates a deep, meaningful relationship between you and your 
canine companion, nurturing mutual respect and smooth communication.

Positive reinforcement is more powerful than negative in dog training. 
This study shows that rewarding wanted behavior from your dog is more 
effective than punishing unwanted behavior. 

They compared the 2 methods of using treats as positive reinforcement vs. an 
electric collar as a negative punishment, and found “overall, the professional 
use of a reward-focused training regime…was superior to E-collar…in every 
measure of efficacy where there was a significant difference.”

Studies have also shown negative 
reinforcement — like shock collars, violent 
corrections, or yelling — can lead to 
lifelong fear, anxiety, and aggressive 
behavior from your dog — besides 
endangering their welfare.

So give your dog a treat, click a clicker, 
or verbally celebrate to increase a good 
behavior — like not pulling on a leash. You 
can also delay a treat to decrease the 
amount of pulling — this method worked 
best on Blodgett. He responded well to 
my high-pitched “dog voice,” treats, and 
lots of good touch like pets and scratches. 

Be patient and stay positive, and your 
dog will reward you with good behavior!

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fvets.2020.00508/full?fbclid=IwAR2KnncUI7QbcJhGmUqzZJ5f4OAG3Vtkmn7Q0mTn3LdIsohcz_BWV1dbkr4#h4
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0225023
https://www.instagram.com/p/CRKOgtzA_XV/
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Do Your Research

Lean into available resources for dog training and don’t be afraid 
to ask for help. Many dog owners enroll in obedience classes or hire 
trainers. In the age of YouTube and online resources, there are plenty of 
reliable remote options to help you in your dog training journey. These 
are a few of my favorites:

• Zak George’s Dog Training Revolution — Compassionate, straight-
forward video series with mindful progression for training puppies 
and adult dogs. We used these videos regularly early in training.

• All Day Dog Adventures — Customizable with a wide variety of 
options for online training. Trainers are even available for video 
consultations!

• Brain Training For Dogs — Want more than videos? This e-book does 
an excellent job explaining intuitive training techniques and offers 
solutions to most training issues.

I trained Blodgett entirely using free videos and tutorials, but it was 
difficult because I’d never had a dog before. I accidentally taught 
him to hate running next to my bike because I didn’t take the time to 
introduce him slowly to it. Now as an adult, Blodge still has an aversion 
to them!

Another mistake was that puppy Blodge always attacked the vacuum. I 
mostly thought it was cute, but because I didn’t take the time to resolve 
that aggression, he remains on high alert when we clean the floors.

https://www.caninejournal.com/best-online-dog-training-course/
https://pupford.com/30-day-perfect-pup-with-zak-george/
http://alldaydogadventures.com/
https://www.braintraining4dogs.com/get-btfd/?hop=minadearn
https://www.instagram.com/p/CK3sCDJBGmz/
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Training is a lifelong journey. Even at 9 years old, Blodge and I still do 
regular training sessions that we look forward to throughout the week.

Train for short bursts of time in quiet, mellow, and comfortable places. 
We have sessions at home in the living room, backyard, or at a quiet 
corner of a park. This keeps the focus on what we’re practicing, and not 
on the nearby squirrel or a barking neighbor dog. 

In retrospect, I would have 
hired a trainer to help with 
the earliest stages. For a little 
money and time, you and your 
pet can master commands 
and start your relationship on 
the right foot (or paw).

KEEP IT SHORT & SWEET

https://www.instagram.com/p/CHELBptBbTT/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CGQ1uzvH214/
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Keep your training sessions 
short and fun. Sometimes it 
takes many sessions to ace 
a behavior or task, so don’t 
burn yourselves out. 

Blodge and I frequently train 
between games of fetch or 
after a walk, so he’s relaxed 
and enjoying himself. 

Dogs thrive on routine. Consistency shapes behavior, defines 
expectations, and simplifies your lives. 

A consistent daily schedule destroys anxiety for your dog. If they’re not 
continuously being surprised by unexpected noises, people, or events, 
they’re less likely to misbehave. 

Despite moving 7 times during his life, Blodgett and I start and end 
every day with a walk — a short one in the morning, and a long one 
in the evening. He gets fed at the same time for breakfast and dinner, 
and expects to consistently spend 3-8 hours alone at home during the 
workday. 

Pro tip: Don’t train if either of you 
are tired, agitated, or distracted. If 
your animal isn’t responding the way 
you’re asking, be patient! There’s 
always tomorrow. Getting angry with 
them is a sign to stop the session and 
go do something else, and return 
when everyone’s feeling it.

Consistency Is Key

https://www.instagram.com/p/CK8ovgqhpYC/
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Reducing sources of stress can mitigate the destructive behaviors that 
stress can induce in your dog. Because Blodgett knows when he’ll 
exercise, go potty, rest, and eat, he doesn’t have to worry about when 
or if those things are going to happen throughout the day. 

As a puppy, Blodgett didn’t 
understand his routine 
yet, and had unwanted 
behaviors like eating 
shoes, peeing on rugs, 
and ripping apart pillows. 
When his daily schedule 
settled into a groove 
(along with some gentle 
redirection), he stopped 
his bad behaviors.

Creating this stability 
when he was a puppy 
was key for when my 
schedule became more 
hectic in his adulthood. 
He still trusted his needs 
will be met. And while he’ll 
still excavate a trash can if 
given the chance, he has 
always been calm and 
happy at home.

Consistency also applies to commands. If you use a command in one 
situation, it should always be used in that situation. 

For example, if Blodge and I are waiting to cross the road, he must sit 
at the stoplight. It doesn’t matter if traffic is crazy or nonexistent, if it’s 
snowing or 100 degrees, if I’m eating and he is waiting for a treat — he 
has to sit. 

Another example is if we see another dog and person walking towards 
us. He has to heel, and is not allowed off of that command of heel until 
after they pass. 

I’ve always believed a command should only be said once. Repeating it 
diminishes its power. Your dog is clever — if they have good associations 
with a word, they’ll do what you ask! 
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Expose Your Dog to 
New Environments

Exposure to new situations, people, places, and animals allows your dog 
to feel comfortable and respond obediently no matter where they are.

When Blodgett was younger, I found the more places I took him, 
the more socialized, dynamic, and composed he was in general. So 
everywhere I went, he went! 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CIMJ04QBxqT/
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To be ready for long, complicated hikes 
involving huge boulders, winding trails, 
and log bridges, I trained Blodgett to 
first navigate playgrounds (that didn’t 
have kids on them!) by jumping on 
small walls, over picnic tables, and 
navigating unusual features like slides, 
wobbly bridges, and tall stairs.

Then, we moved on to balancing 
on walls and curbs, jumping over 
different objects, and scaling taller and 
taller objects, until he was climbing 
mountains. It took years to get him 
there, but the work was worth it. 

Your backyard is often the best place to start training your dog for more 
complex stunts. So get outside and get creative!

Each new location was hyper-stimulating to puppy Blodgett. But by 
returning to these same situations over and over, he learned exactly 
what was expected of him, how to behave, and what he would be 
rewarded for. 

As dog owner and trainer, each unwanted behavior was a training 
opportunity. He learned to sit unmoving outside grocery stores, to not 
bark on patios or around new people, dogs, or live music. He also 
learned exactly how much more freedom to expect when we went 
camping (not much!).

Use the Resources Around You 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CQn6W8IA-u5/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CQq2Xkygynx/
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Use The Right Dog 
Training Tools

I change the tools I use with Blodgett based on what activity we’re 
doing. With so many options on the market, it’s important to find the 
right ones for you and your dog.

Best Waterproof Dog Collars and Leashes

For us, finding the right leash and collar combination was critical. In 
the city, we use a reflective option like OllyDog’s innovative dog collar, 
the Urban Journey Reflective Collar with the Urban Journey Reflective 
Spring Leash. The bright reflective strips help other people spot your 
dog in the dim hours.

In the mountains, Blodgett loves to swim and play in water, so I  
needed a stout waterproof option like the Tilden Waterproof Collar 
and Tilden Waterproof Leash. Waterproof dog leashes are easy to 
clean and dry fast. They’re not only durable, but they keep Blodgett 
comfortable and safe. 

https://ollydog.com/products/urban-trail-reflective-collar-air-blue
https://ollydog.com/collections/collars-leashes/products/urban-trail-adjustable-spring-leash-air-blue
https://ollydog.com/collections/collars-leashes/products/urban-trail-adjustable-spring-leash-air-blue
https://ollydog.com/collections/collars-leashes/products/tilden-waterproof-collar-1
https://ollydog.com/collections/collars-leashes/products/tilden-leash-pink?variant=37827005579413
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Best Dog Harnesses

When Blodgett needs help climbing something, it’s important to have 
an easy way to pick him up. I loved having a harness like the OllyDog’s 
Alpine Reflective Harness that has a handle on the top, so I could just 
lift Blodge up whenever he needed that extra boost to keep climbing.

Best Dog Training Tools

With the right toy, you and your dog can have successful and fast 
training sessions. It’s important to be able to tell your dog clearly that 
you love something they’re doing, and treats and toys are a perfect 
way to do just that.

Early on, I used a clicker to reward Blodgett, but eventually phased 
it out. Blodgett is food motivated, so for him treats are the ultimate 
reward! 

I have always found a good treat bag — like OllyDog’s Goodie Treat 
Bag or Backcountry Day Bag — is necessary for training my dog. I keep 
it around my hip so I can reward Blodgett on a walk or during a training 
session. It makes treats accessible, keeps your dog’s concentration, and 
is a fast way to incentivize them. 

https://ollydog.com/collections/shop-all/products/alpine-reflective-harness-atlantic
https://ollydog.com/collections/shop-all/products/alpine-reflective-harness-atlantic
https://ollydog.com/collections/shop-all/products/goodie-treat-bag-golden-spice
https://ollydog.com/collections/shop-all/products/goodie-treat-bag-golden-spice
https://ollydog.com/collections/shop-all/products/backcountry-day-bag-raven


Start Training  
Your Dog Today!

Whether you’re climbing 150+ mountains with your dog or just walking 
around the block, training your dog should be playful, positive, and a 
way to strengthen your bond. 

OllyDog products can help you do just that! 

To stay in touch with Blodgett’s ongoing adventures, follow him on 
Instagram at @blodgetthegreat

https://ollydog.com/collections/best-sellers
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